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Create Memorable Journeys Across FRANCE By TGV (High Speed Train)
Discover all that France has to offer

PARIS - WHITE PLAINS, 06.04.2016, 09:41 Time

USPA NEWS - From the magnificent vineyards of Bordeaux, to the Mediterranean Sea in Côte d'Azur, to the historic Grand ÃŽle city
center in Strasbourg, travellers can discover all that France has to offer. Whether travelling high speed between major French cities or
to the neighboring country of Switzerland,..

From the magnificent vineyards of Bordeaux, to the Mediterranean Sea in Côte d'Azur, to the historic Grand ÃŽle city center in
Strasbourg, travellers can discover all that France has to offer. Whether travelling high speed between major French cities or to the
neighboring country of Switzerland, or experiencing a distinct French region in-depth over multiple train travels, Rail Europe offers
great deals for all travellers visiting France this spring. 

- TGV Lyria premier high speed trains connect France and Switzerland in just a few hours, allowing travellers to discover the distinct
international cultures easily and efficiently. The modern trains run between Paris, Lausanne, Geneva, Zurich, Nice, Marseille, and
more, transporting travellers between the Riviera and the Alps with ease. With First Class Premier tickets, travellers enjoy large
reclining seats, a complimentary light meal served at your seat, and additional on-board services. 

- TGV trains offer travellers efficient and comfortable high speed journeys to make the most of their stay in France, providing direct
service to major French cities and to more than1,400 destinations. With Paris as its hub, travellers can create memorable journeys
aboard a TGV on their way to Avignon, Bordeaux, Strasbourg, Nice, and more. With endless and distinctive travel options across
France, travellers can wake up in chic cities and fall asleep nestled in the bucolic countryside. With First Class premier seats, enjoy
comfortable seating, a meal/beverage voucher for use in the bar car, and other on-board services and amenities to make you feel at
home. 

- The France Rail Pass offers travellers extensive travel on the national rail network of France along with attractive travel bonuses and
discounts to make the most of your travel. The France Rail Pass also offers free travel for up to two children (age 4-11) with each adult
and senior, allowing travellers to save more on their family vacations.
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